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ABSTRACT

A Sugg!'s ted Mathe mattcs Currt c ulum for Preparation of
Teacher s of ModHn Secondary School Ma the matics
tn Utah
by
Harold Nola n P ht lhps, Master of Arts
U tah Stai

\Jmvel's tty , 1967

Major Profe ssor: Rob r t G. Ha mmond
De partment: Secondary Education

" New math" has dra s ti cally change d secondary mathematics and the
demands on th e secondary ma thematics teacher. The changes and e ffects of
changes w re studi ed with e mphas 1s on suggested programs in te acher

prepa~

·

ration .
Ques tionna ires were given to one hundred four secondary mathematics
teachers in Utah.

Fifty-e ight w rt: returned , of which fifty we re us able.

The

questionnaire contained twe nty-six mathe matics courses offered to mathematics
e ducation majors in Utah uni versities . The teachers indicated which courses
were valuable to th e m in teaching seco ndary school mathematics . R ank order
correlation coeffi c ients were calculated a mong subgroups of the que stionnaire
to determine internal consi s t ncy.

significance level.

All coe ffi cients were above the 1 per cent

The fir st fifteen courses li sted in rank order accord ing to
vii

the perce ntage of teac hers who fe lt e ach course was valuable are: college algebra,
tri gonome try, analytic geometry , differ e ntial cal culus, modern a lgebra, metltods
for secondary mathematics teachers , mathe mati cs for s econdary school teachers,
foundations of mathe mati cs, integral calculus, num ber theory, history of matltematics, foundations of geometry , soli d geo metry, logic , and foundations of
algebra.
On the basis of the courses genera lly recommended for prospective
modern ma tltema tics teachers by na tionally interested groups and the r e sults of
the evaluations of courses by Utah mathematics teac he rs , the following program in
mathematics was proposed for prospective matltematics teachers in Utah .
Mathematics education majors s hould take:
College Algebra (or eq uivale nt)
Trigonomentry (or equivalen t)
Analytic Geometry
Differe nti a l Calculus
Abstract Algebra (at least one course )
College Geometry (a t least one course other than
Analytic Geometry)
Mathematics for Secondary School Te achers
Methods cour se (may be taken under the Department of
Education)
After co mpleting tlti s basic program , teachers intending to teach grades
seven , eight, or nine s hould choose three or more courses from tlte following:
viii

Foundations of Mathematics
Additional courses in Abstract Algebra
Additional courses in College Geometry
(other than Analytic Geometry)
Number Theory
Logic
History of Mathe matics
Probability and Statistics
A teacher intending io teach grades ten , e leven, or twelve should
complete integral calculus and choose three or more courses from the following:
Foundations of Mathematics
Additional courses in Abstract Algebra
Additional courses in College

eometry

(other than Analytic Geometry)
Number Theory
Logic
History of Math matics
Probability and Statistics
Additional Cal culus courses

(85 pages)
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INTRODUC T ON AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

The past decade ( 1957- 1967 ) has ushered in what many educators feel
is th e larges t seal education

revo ution in th history of United Stated edu-

cation . Beginning with the adoption of " ne w math " in public schools, many new
programs were initi ated m other field s.

Some programs , such as the Chemi cal

Education Materials Study (Chern Study), Che mical Bond Approach Project (CBA),
Phys ical Scie nce Study Commtttee (PSSC), and th e Biological Science Curriculum
Study (BS S), have changed pr1 marily the approach to the subject matter, while
others , such as the new m ath and n w E nglish programs , have changed or
adde d much newt rminology as well as changing the approach and structure.
This study will b concerned with the n w m athematics program and the secondary
school mathe mati cs teacher in the stat of Utah .
The changes in th

n

w

mathematics curriculum are so extensive in both

ne w vocabulary and conte nt stT ucture that they place new and very different demands
on classr oom teach r s . As th e ini tial presenta ti on of material to the students in
the classroom is of great im,o rl an ce to the ir motivation, understanding , and concept formation , it is of gre at importanc

that th e teach r be well prepare d to

function prope rly in hts role . The s uccess of the new mathematics is highly
de pendent upon the skill and abtlity of th e teacher to prese nt the program to the
students in the spirit in which the p ogram was created and structured (Adler,

2
1966).

For this r ason, most of the study groups responsible for the new

programs in mathe m atics hav s uggested a r vised university curriculum
which they hope wi ll allow the te ache r to attain a preparation specific ally
adapted to th functioning of th ir program in the secondary school classroom.
The proposals for r evisio n of teac h6r ducation in mathe matics have
received varied degr es of acceptance from th

universities.

made by the study groups in anticipation of teach r needs.

They were

They are evaluated

by university staff members to deter mine a curriculum which, by the staff
members ' judgement, wil give th

teachers a satisfactory background to teach

" modern math. "
In both cases (study groups' and staff members' suggestions), the
proposed curriculum is bas ed on theoretical anticipation of the needs of a
secondary mathematics te acher. Regardless of how competent the makers of
these propose d programs may be, the programs remain unsubstantiated theoretical
projections until tested in some way to evaluate their e ffect .
Thus the problem is one of uncertainty: Everyone concerned wants the
best possible preparation for the teach r in the classroom, but none is certain
that prese nt programs are giving the teacher the preparation he needs and wants.
One way to d termine whe ther the present univers ity mathematics programs are meeting teaching needs is to determine if teachers, after teaching
modern mathematics and experiencing the needs imposed upon them in the classroom s itua tion , would choose th same curriculum, or if they would choose another
to give them the effective preparation they need .
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OBJECTIVES

This study Will pursue three obj ec tive s in bringing together the necessary
information to sugge st an ideal undergradua te mathematics program for the secondary
mathematics education major in Uta h.
The first objectiv is to gathe r and compare curricula for teachers of
mathematics which have b e n sugge sted by the study groups preparing the "new
math" materials for use in public schools and by other recognized authorities .
The second objective is to compare the evaluations given to university
mathematics courses by teache rs now actively engaged in teaching mathematics
in Utah's secondary schools to the evaluations given the same courses by the
study groups and authorities .
The third objective is to de termine a university mathematics program
for secondary mathematics teac he rs in Utah base d upon their evaluation of university courses coupled with sugge stions of study groups.

This proposed program

should give the secondary mathe matics teache rs of Utah the preparation they
need and want.

Definition

For the purposes of this study, the word "course" is used to mean a uni t
of instruction rather than a series of studies leading to a degree.
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R E VIE W OF LITERATURE

Striving for E xcellence and Change

In man' s continual se ar ch for exce lle nce and improvement, mathematics
has been one of the most use ful tools . Gre at socie tie s of all times have respected
and promoted mathe matics within the ir culture s . Perhaps at no other time in
history has mathe m a tics found so much use as today in our space age of computers,
astrona uts , and systemati zation. Tn additi on to the changes in mathematics resulting from a natural striving for excellence, the re are many changes, additions, and
adaptation s caus ed by the needs for and us e s of mathematics.

These continual

changes come a bout in various ways . Some r e sult from the extension of applications
of ma the ma tics.

Some result from re fine me nt, some for philosophical reasons, and

s ome fr om new ide as whi ch may be co mple te ly r e volutionary in nature.

Much change

simply results from grow th.
Due , probably, to a co mbina tion of the s e c ause s, mathe matics has undergone ma ny change s in rec ent ye ars . Jo se ph Landin (1963 ) indicates that the
number of new deve lopme nt s reported in mathe ma tic s each year has increased sixfold from 1940 to 1961.

Flanagan (1965 ) claims there has been greater change in

ma the ma ti c s and m a the m a ti cs edu cation in the past twe nty-five years than in the
previous two hundred years .
The tre me ndous growth a nd change a nd many new developments have
caused much conce rn about ma the matics and mathematical systems . This concern
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has in turn raised mu ch inte r es t in math matics education and in the teac her
of math e ma ti CS .
Educators , tc>o, ar• SIII VIOg for excelle nce and improvement in their
profess 1on,

which means th a t eve n if the subj e ct taught remained inert, there

would b continual c hange in the teaching of the subject. This change, combined
with the change of a growi ng and p rogre ssing subject such as mathematics,
require s constant ada tat ion . Th changes in United States mathematics teacher
education up to 1958 can b interpr e te d to a degree from Tables 1: and 2 taken
from data by John A. Schumaker {1961 ; .
A tende ncy throughout th , period was for new courses to be
added to off rings w1 thou t oth r courses being dropped. There
was agr e ment only on the fr e shman course and calculus ; no
other coursf was specifically r·e quired by more than one-thi rd
of the institutions in any of th selected academic years.
(Schuma ke r , 1961 , p. 4 17)
Read {19 66 ) indicates that th e gr atest change in mathematics education
has occu red in th past ten years in wha l he calls " the great reform movement. "
The validity o f th1s stateme nt s hould be come evi dent as the changes in mathematics e du cation in th

pas t t n years are discussed on the following pages.

!{easons for Cha nge

Several factors hav contribu ted to the c hanges in mathe mati cs education in recent years . The te chnological explosion following World War II
created a definite awar n ss of the inconsistency be tween school mathe matics
programs and the needs of ou r changmg scientific society . This awareness was
accentuated in the United Stat s whe n the U. S. S. R. became the first nation to
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Table 1.

Per centa o f institu tions requiring mathematics courses of
prospective teachers majoring in mathematics in se lected
years

Courses required

1920-2 1 1928-29 1936-37 1943-44 1950-51 1957-58

College Algebra
Solid Geometry
Trigonometry

78
25
69

82
18
86

84
21
73

88
19
84

85
18
88

82
17
82

Analytical Geometry
Differential Calcul us
Integral Calculus

91
88
81

84
94
92

80
90
88

89
97
91

86
98
97

85
100
98

6
0

16
2

12
11

9
11

13
9

12
10

History of Mathe matics
Statistics
Methods for Secondary
Math Teache rs
Foundation of Algebra
Foundation of Geome try
Math for Secondary
School Teach rs
Theory of Equations
Projective Geometry
Advanced Calculus

0
3
3

0
2
0

0
0
0

5
3
4

2
4
2

5
11
6

9
19
6
16

4
22
2
18

9
15
1
10

8
17
0
9

4
22
2
12

7
25
1
9

Differential Equations

22

20

16

17

22

11

aPercents are based on thirty-two institutions for 1920-21, forty-nine for
1928-29 , eighty-one for 1936-37 , 103 for 1943-44 , 121 for 1950-51, a nd 133
for 1957-58 .
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Table 2.

Per centaof teacher-education institutions offering mathematics
courses in selected years

Course s offered

1920-21 1928-29 1937-37 1943-44

1950~5 1

1957 -58

College Algebra
Solid Geometry
Trigonometry

93
68
98

83
58
88

87
52
92

90
62
96

92
59
94

87
47
89

Analytical Geometry
Differential Calculus
Integral Calculus

94
98
92

91
98
92

89
99
98

93
99
99

94
100
100

87
100
100

Number Theory
History of Mathematics
Matrices

11
44
4

10
45
3

11
48
2

17
50
4

31
50
5

34
52
18

Probability
Statistics
Methods for Secondary
Math Teachers
Modern Algebra
Projective Geome try
Ma th for Secondary School
Teachers (Teacher's
Course)
Foundation of Alge bra
Foundation of Geometry
Foundation of Math
(Set Theory)
Numerical Analysis
Theory of Equations
Topology

11
24

8
41

13
53

14
62

17
65

26
72

0
7
29

4
7
31

10
6
40

35
8
37

34
16
37

57
39
35

22
6
8

17
6
6

16

16
11
8

11
19
13

18
29
28

0
0
47
0

1
1
57
0

3
68
1

5
4
70
2

9
9
82
4

6
24
79
11

40
64

42
64

49
74

53
78

64
84

68
90

13

15

13

10

19

24

Advanced Calc ulus
Differential Equations
Functions of Real and
Complex Variables

11

8

aPercents are based on eigh ty-five institutions for 1920-21, 114 for 1928-29,
126 for 1936-37, 133 for 1943-44, 140 for 19 50 - 51, and 140 for 19 57 - 58.
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orbit a sate llite-a fe at which is be coming symbolic of modern technological
achieve ment. Immediately following the first satellite of 1957, study groups
were organi zed and financed to acce lerate the proposed curriculum changes
previously anticipated by some educators in the United States.

Landin (1963)

attempts to summarize the shortcomings of traditional mathematics into four
c l asses.

The shortcomings are the following:
1. It failed to provide adequate computational facilities.
Many entering [liniversityJ freshman could not add, subtract, multiply or divide.
2. It failed to give the student an adequate conceptual
background. They had little or no idea of proof and mathematical structure.
3. It failed to serve science and technology. Students
couldn ' t apply it. They had no concept of how to apply
mathematics to other fields.
4 . It failed to make use of knowledge of learning processes which make the math e matics classroom a valuable
exper ie nce . (Landin, 1963 , p. 369)

Some authors feel that one of the more important reasons for these
failures is that mathematics has a structure, and needs to be taught as such.
Mathematics should be understood . In the past it has been taught a s a se t of
techniques - as rules to be memorized.

The mechanics of mathematics were

taught, but mathematics itself was not (Haag , 1964 ; Gager, 1962; Mayor et al.,
1960).

Mayor , who worked on the University of Maryland Mathematics Project

(UMMaP), whi ch began in 1957 , stated the two main objectives of UMMaP to
be: (1) to clarify language used in mathematics to make it meaningful a nd

precise and (2 ) to teach the structure of mathematics .
According to Landin (1963), both the University of Illinois Committee
on School Mathematics (UICSM) and the School Mathematics Study Group (SMSG)
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have programs in m athemati cs that are based on a structural ap[)roach , in the
hope that it wJll increase understanding a nd aid m concept form ation.
Jn any cas!' , lh

a"aren.oss of !he fa11ings in mathe mati cs educa tion and

the proble ms creat.... d by the m were ronounced enough that many of th e United
States ' mathe maticians and Pducators became in vol ved with th e idea of impro ving
th e si iuation.

They joined forces to help create what R ead ( 1966) cal l s " the great

r e form mo vement'' in Pducanon.
A mong their e fforts is one wh1 c h has caused much discussion , The
Ca mbridge ConferPnce Repurt on School Math matics .

Ca mbr1dg Confere nce Report on School Mathematics

In the sprmg of 1.91>2 , a few mathematicians from Cambridge and some
representative s of the National Sci e n e Foundation me t by invitation of Professors
J. Zacharias and W. J . Martm . Th 1r purpose was to discuss the state of mathemati cs instruction in public schools. In th is informal mee ting, a decision was
made to orgaru ze a conference to discuss the goals of school mathe matics .
A s leer mg co mm1ltee consisting of E -:lward Beg e, J ero me Bruner,
Andrew Gleason , Ma1·k Kac , William Ted Martin , Edwin Moise, Mina Rees ,
Patrick Supp s , Stephen White, a nd S. S. Wil ks , was enlisted . The conference
began June 18 , 1963 , in Cambridge, Mass achuse tts , under the sponsorship of
the National Scie nce Foundation. Th e following list of prominent me n participated in the co nfe r e nce:
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Maunce Auslander Profe ss<ll of Mathemattcs , Brand is Unrversity
Edward Begle , Professor of Ma th E> matics , Stanford University
R . Cretghton Buck , ProfcRRO t o) [ Matht matJcs , University of
Wiscons m
George F. Carner , Pr fess o r of ApJJlttd Matht·mattes , Harvard
Univers rty
Julian Cole , Profe_ss 1 of Af.ipJH;d Mathemattes , California Institute
of Technology
Robert B. Davrs , Professo r of MathEmatrcs , Syracu e Unrv rsity
Robert P. Dilworth , Pro ftsso r ,,f Mathemattcs , Cal ifo rnia Institute
ot Technology
Bernard Fre idman , Profc-sso r f Mathematics , Universrty of California
H. L. Frrsch , Bell TelephL'ne Laboratorres
Andrew Gleas on , Professor of MathE'matics , Harvard Universtiy
Peter J . Hilton, Profess or of Mathematics , Corne ll University
J . L. Hodges , Professor of Sta ristics , Universi ty of California
S. Ko nig , IBM Watson L abor ator ies
C. C. Lin , Professor of Mathe mati cs, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Earle L . Lamon , Professor of Physrcs , Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
William Ted Marti n , Profess o r of Ma th e mati cs , Massac husetts
Instttute o f Technology
Edwin E. Moise , Profc-ss o1 of Mathe matics Educatwn , Harvard
University
Fredrick Mosteller , Pr ofess or of Statisttcs , Harvard Univers ity
He nry 0 . Pollak , Dir ec tor of Math e m altcS Research , Bell Telephone
Laboratori s
Mina Rees , Dean , City Umversi ty of New York
Max M. Schiffer, P ro fessor o f Mathematics , Stanford Universi ty
George Sprmger, Prc> fess o r of Mathe matics , Umverstty of Kansas
Patrick Suppes , Professor o( Mathc matt cs, Stanford University
A. H. Taub " Prc>fe ssor of Mathe matics , University of Illinois
S. S. WilkR , Professor of Stat.tstics , Princeton University
J"errold R . ZachattaR , Profe ss ot of Physic~ , Mass achusetts Institute
ofTechnology (DavrR , .1963 , p 6"1
These men :represent:ed several areas of pure and appli ed mathematics,
statistics , physics , and chemistry .

Their proposals were bold and a mbitious ,

but would be of great value if they can be achieved .

The boldness and value

are perhaps best expressed by the \Htters of the report in the following excerpt:
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The subject matter which we are proposing can be roughly
described by saying that a student who has worked through
the full thirteen years of mathematics in grades K to 12
should have a level of training comparable to three years
of top-level college training today ; that is , we shall expect
him to have the equivalent of two years of calculus, and
one semester each of modern algebra and probability theory.
At first glance this seems to be totally unrealistic ; yet we
must remember that, since the beginning of this century,
there has been about a three-year speed-up in the teaching
of mathematics. Of course, one cannot argue that such steps
can be taken indefinitely, but it is comforting to realize that
the proposed changes are no more radical on their face than
changes which have actually taken place within the memory
of many.
Since the amount of time to be spent of mathematics will
certainly not increase in the face of the additional effort now
being focussed on the sciences in elementary schools, and the
mean level of native ability of students probably does not
change appreciably in periods shorter than geological, it is
clear that the inclusion of more content at the top must be
compensated by the omission of something else. There are
a few topics whose omission has been frequently signalled
over the recent past, the most obvious being the numerical
solution of triangles. Dropping these will not release three
years, however. We propose to gain three years through a
new organization of the subject matter and the virtually total
abandonment of drill for drill's sake, replacing the unmotivated
drill ·o f classical ' arithmetic by problems which illustrate new
mathematical concepts.
Lest there by any misunderstanding concerning our viewpoint,
let it be stated that technical proficiency in arithmetic calculation and algebraic manipulation is essential to the study of
mathematics . However the means of imparting such skill need
not rest on methodical drill. We believe that entirely adequate
technical practice can be woven into the acquisition of new
concepts. But our belief goes farther. It is not merely that
adequate practice can be given along with more mathematics;
we believe that this is the only truly effective way to impart
technical skills. Pages of drill sums and repetitious 'reallife' problems have less than no merit ; they impede the learning
process. We believe that arithmetic as it has been taught in
grade schools until quite recently has such a meagre intellectual
content that the oft-noted reaction against the subject is not an
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unfortunate rebellion against a difficult subject, but a perfectly
proper response to a preoccupation with triviality .
We are not saying that some drill problems may not be appropiate for the individual student whose technical skill is behind, but
we do believe that this should be the exception not the rule. We
are definitely opposed to the view that the main objective is
arithmetic proficiency and that new interesting concepts are being
introduced primarily to sugar -coat the bitter pill of computational
practice.
A mere recital of the topics proposed for the future curriculum
does scant justice to our goals. Familiarity is our real objective.
We hope to make each student in the early grades truly familiar
with the structure of the real number system and the basic ideas
of geometry both synthetic and analytic . On this firm foundation
we believe a very solid mathematical superstructure can be
erected which will make the pupils familiar with the ideas of
calculus, alge];>ra and probability. The primary school program
should be understandable by virtually all students; it should lead
to a level of competence well above that of the general population
today. As pupils advance through junior and senior high school
we must expect that fewer a nd fewer will elect mathematics;
consequently we have attempted to build first in the directions
most suitable for those who take mathematics only a few years
after grade school. Of particular importance is an elementary
feeling for probability and statistics. Although there was considerable difference of opinion on this point (see Section 6) many
felt that a nodding acquaintance with the Calculus had the next
priority. The strongest argument for its ear ly inclusion was one
of general education: liberal education requires the contemplation
of the works of genius, and the Calculus is one of the grandest
edifices constructed by mankind.
The conference felt that mathematics is a subject of great
humanisti c value: its importance to the educated man is almost
as great as its importance to many teachnical specialists.
(Davis, 1963, p. 8-10)
It is hoped that the students would also understand what mathematics is

and what it is not; its uses and its limitations.
and should be understood as such.

Mathematics is a growing subject,
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Many inefficient thought patterns of everyday life may be modified by
the study of mathematics .

The Report claims that modestly endowed students

are able to recreate large parts of ma thematics from a few basic ideas.

Con-

cepts such as set, function, transformation group, and isomorphism can be
introduced in elementary form to young children.
Use of a spiral method in teaching mathematics in grades K through 12
is suggested, helping the students to build upon concepts (such as those just
mentioned) and giving the student an increasingly sophisticated comprehension
of the concepts.
Similarily we view the problems of l anguage, notation, and
symbolism. It is unquestionably possible to obscure a
subject by introducing too much special terminology and
symbolism; but we feel that most errors of this sort in fact
cover an inadequate understanding of the subject matter .
The function of language is to communicate. In mathematics
its function is to communicate with extraordinary precision;
it is inevitable therefore that mathematics requires some
special terminology. Special terms are good or bad exactly
according to their effectiveness in communication, and the
same applies to speci al notations and symbols .
. . . Mathematics is, to a large extent, a process of organizing
data. Through symbolization and the precise formulation of new
concepts, large blocks of information are brought within the
grasp of the mind. (Davis, 1963, p. 13)
The conference members suggest much more devotion to inequalities .
They feel that the almost complete devotion to problems of equality have led
students to the misconception that mathematics deals only with exact answers
and exact laws.

The ability of mathematics to deal effectively with both

qualitative and uncertain relationships should be brought out and emphasized.
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The conference members also feel that s tudents should understand
the following:
Mathematics per se does nothing directly for even the
class ical , exact disciplines of physics and astronomy. Only
after a model of the real world has been formulated does
mathematics enter the picture. Every appli cation of m athematics depends on a model, and the value of a deduction is
more an attribute of the model than it is of mathe m a tics . We
believe that students can be made aware of the distinction
between the real world and its various mathematica l models .
. . . (Davis, 1963 , p. 15)
A further recommendation made by the report was that each topic be
approache d intuiti vely ; and through as many different intuitive approaches as
possible. R igor is impor tant in mathematics, but should not be overdone.
effort s hould be made to foster independent and creative thinking.

Every

(Davis , 1963)

The pre vious discussion of the Cambridge Conference Report on Mathematics gives an ide a of some of the general goals and a ttitudes proposed by a
distinguished group of men who are greatly concerned about mathematics education. They made specific suggestions and outlined a program K- 12 to
accomplish the goals they set forth.

The purpose of the above discussion is to

present the spirit and attitude of the Cambridge Conference Report , since it is
one of the major influences on recent mathematics education developments. In
all probability, its influence will enjoy great tenure.

Comme nts on the Cambr idge Confere nce Report

The proposals of the Cambridge Conference have received both negative
and positive criticism , most of which re mains verbal opinions . A few people are
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turning to research to prove either the possibility or impossibility of accomplishing the goals set forth.

One such study began in the fall of 1965 at Nova High

School, Fort Lauderdale, Florida. A series of conferences were held "to
explore the feasibility of implementing a long-range curriculum development
project for a non-graded, K-12 school based on the recommendations of the
Cambridge Conference on School Mathematics." (Foster, 1966, p. ii)
These conferences resulted in a report which goes beyond the Cambridge
Conference Report in suggesting the specific requirements of an educational system
which are needed to implement an optimal curriculum in m athematics for all
students . The suggestions include such things as teacher training, materials
production, information process ing, research, and evalu ation, as well as a
system for integrating these component parts into the daily operation of a
school (Foster, 1966).
Nova High School is now carrying out this project wi th financial help
from the Cooperative Research Program of the Office of Education, U. S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

The early phases of the

project have been successful, and an eighty-page report (Cooperative Research
Project #S405 ) has been published by the Cooperative R e search Program for
others interested in similar projects (Foster, 1966).
Adler (1966) is quite confident that the goals of the Cambridge Report
are attainable before 1990 if there is adequate preparation today, if teachers
and prospective teachers a re brought up in the spirit of the Report.
four reasons for his beliefs.

He states
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1. Children can learn more than we think they can.
2. The transition from one stage of learning to the next
can be acce lerated by a better curriculum and better
teaching.
3. Early use of the concepts of mathematical structure
acce lerates learning by simplifying a nd unifying the subject matter .
4. Changes like those proposed by the LC;ambridg~ report
have already been tried successfully. (Adler, 1966, p. 214-215)

Although the Ca mbridge Conference Report suggestions are not yet
fully implemented, many of the Report's suggestions have been included in newer
secondary school programs.
Both Ferguson (1964) and Genise (1960) report very favorable results
in working with programs based upon ide a s similar to those presented in the
Cambridge Conference.

From their comments it appears that the "new math"

results in better university prepar a tion inasmuch as college students with backgrounds in modern mathematics feel more comfortable in university mathematics
courses than do others.

Ferguson indicated that students taught under the SMSG

program did as well on traditional tests as students taught under traditional
programs.

Naturally, the SMSG students did much better on modern mathematics

tests than did students having only a traditional mathematics background.
Ferguson also felt that one of the best effects of the new program was
that poor mathematics students see med to show the greatest improvement. Many
of them "came alive" to the world of m a thematics under the new program.
Both Ferguson and Genise claim there is more motivation and interest
in "new math" programs than in traditional programs . Perhaps this is partially
due to the Hawthorne effect, but since it continued over a period from 1957 to 1964,
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it seems doubtful that tbe "newness" of tbe program is the fundamental reason .
Haag (1964, p. III), in tbe preface of his book, Structure of Algebra,
which is written specifically for the training of teachers to teach modern
mathematics writes: "The so-called 'new approach' to the teaching of mathematics is no longer an experiment.

In this country

LU. S. AJ and abroad,

there

is widespread approval and use of mater ials that reflect the new thinking about
mathematics education."

Implications

The acceptance of the ideas and goals presented in the Cambridge
Conference Report mea n three things-new approach, new materials, and new
terminology.

New approach
H. P. Fawcett (1960, p. 420), past President of the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) , made the following statement about tbe
new approach in his summary of the NCTM Policy Conference in Chicago,
April, 1960:
No student will be guided toward an understanding of mathematical method through teaching procedures which feast his
memory and starve his reason. The beauty of mathematical
structure will be forever denied to those who continue to sit
in classrooms where m athe m atics is taught only as a tool
subject and routine drill is emphasized . (Fawcett, 1960, p.
420)
Haag explains one of the advantages of teaching structure in his statement:
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In all the new thinking there appears to be a common theme :
Mathematics must be based on understanding. In the past,
mathematics was too often presented as a set of techniques
and rules to be memorized ; as soon as a rule was forgotten,
the manipulative skill de veloped with the rule was lost also.
Now the trend is toward the teaching of ideas, and it is felt
that skills should evolve out of the ideas. (Haag, 1964, p.
III)

Landin (1963), Ferguson (1964), and others emphasize the change in
approach indicated above by Fawcett and Haag . The main theme from all is
"understand the structure of mathematics."
In accomplsihing this purpose, the trend is toward teaching mathematics
as an axiomatic system, which it is, and emphasizing deductive reasoning as
much as possible . Many exercises are based on inductive reasoning, especially
in grades and situations where deductive processes over-challenge students.
Memorization of rules and ttechniques , the "follow my example" kind of problem
solving, and the "use it because it works" procedures of traditional mathematics
have little place in the new approach to mathematics.
The purpose of the new approach to mathematics is we ll expressed in
the preface of the 1966 edition of the Scott- Foresman beginning algebra test.
A part of it reads:
Today's students know that arithmetic is not just a collection
of unrelated rules to be memorized and applied. They have
learned that there are sensible reasons to explain what works and
what doesn't work in computation. The y also know a great deal
about algebra, even before they begin a course in algebra. By
contrast, many students in the past came to believe that algebra
(and arithmetic) consisted of a great many disconnected ideas. It
is our hope that in this book you will see that all ideas of algebra
can be made to depend upon a few simple and basic principles and
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that you will observe that algebra is a system of related ideas,
rather than a collection of special rules to be learned.
As you use this book you will gain insight into the structure of
algebra and develop skill in using algebraic methods. You
will also learn to think about mathematical ideas precisely and
to express the ideas c learly in the special language of a lgebra.
(Van Engen, et a!. , 1966, p. 3)

New materials
The new materials are not completely new ideas and concepts in mathematics; in fact, most of them are over a hundred years old, and some were even
the basic ideas used by earliest mathematicians in developing the number systems
we use today.

The newness results from their adoption for use in education.

Introducing these basic concepts of mathematical structure and operations in
public schools is new to both teachers and students.
The new materials are needed to facilitate accession of the objectives
of the new approach in teaching.
Both Landin ( 1963) and Ferguson ( 1964) suggest th at the materi als need
to be changed and reorganized to rectify the failings of traditional mathematics
and to conform to the needs of tod ay.

New terminology
The use of new materi als has been accompanied by a conversion to
new terminology which is capable of expressing the ideas and concepts of the
new materials precisely and clearly. As previously mentioned, clarity and
precision of mathematical language are needed to obtain the objectives of the
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Cambridge Conference Report. They have been included as important obj ec tives
in the "new math" programs by most authors already cited in support of the new
approach.
A comparison of the indexes of a 1966 e dition and a 1952 edition of
beginning a lgebra texts revealed a great difference in terminology.

The 1966

edition is Algebra by Henry Van Engen , Maurice L. Hartung , Harold C. Trimble,
Emil J. Berger , and R ay W. Cleveland , published by Scott Foresman and Company.
The 1952 edition is Algebra for Problem Solving by Julius Freilich, Simon L.
Berman, and Elsie Parker Johnson , published by Houghton Mifflin Company.
The following is a list of terms in the 196'6 index which represent ideas
or concepts of modern mathematics and whi ch were not in the 1952 index:
abundant number
additive inverse
biconditional
binary operation
Cartesian product
closed half plane
closed interval
c losure property
column vector
commutative group
commutative property
compliment of a set
completeness property
compound conditions
compound statements
cond itionals
contradiction
converse
convex sets
density property
difference property
disjoint sets
disjunction

distributive property
domain
e lement of a set
e mpty set
enumerable sets
e quivalent conditions
e quiva lent sets
existence property of square roots
field
finite number syste m
finite set
group
half-ope n interval
half planes
identity e lement
ide ntity e le ment property
"if .
. then" (connective)
indirect proof
induction
infinite set
intersection of sets
inverse (additive or multiplicative)
inverse property
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logic
mapping
math induction
math systems
commutative group
field
group
number system
ordered field
vee tor space
natural numbers
one-to-one correspondence
one-to-one function
open half plane
open interval
order properties
ordered field
ordered pairs
ordered triples
parameter
proof (by induction, indirect , direct)
proper subset
properties
closure
commutative
completeness
density
difference
distributive
of an equality
of a field
identity element
inverse
reflexive
replacement
symmetric
transitive

relation
sets
compliments of
denumerable
disjoint
elements of
e mpty
equal
equivalent
finite
infinite
intersection of
members of
of ordered pairs
proper subset of
solution
subsets of
union of
well-defined
simple condition
symmetric property
transformation
transi ti.ve property
truth value
union of sets
well-defined properties

New Demands for Teacher Preparation

The vast c hanges in approach, materials, and terminology in secondary
school mathematics place : new and very different demands on the teacher.

Much
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concern has been expressed over the ability of teachers to present the new
programs , and of the preparation that the teacher needs to have the background
to teach the programs in the spirit in which they were created.
In speaking for NCTM on the subject, H. P. Fawcett m akes the following
expla na tion :
Our dedica tion to the improve ment of ma the matics educ a tion
in Amer ic a throws the spotlight , not only on the curriculum,
but also on the classroom teacher. The quality of the curriculum
is important, but no mathematics program will ever be any better
than the faculty responsible for it. The curriculum is not a
disembodied force which in some unique and mysterious manner
mo ves through the classrooms of Americ a, stirs the imagination
of our students, enriches their ma thematic al insights and develops
the ir highe s t potential. To achieve such desirable outcomes , a
teac her is needed , and the real curri c ulum includes those methods
and procedures by which he brings mean ing and significance to
the m athe matical content cover ed.
If we are serious in our purpose of improving the teaching of

mathematics in Ameri ca , we must be conce rned with the quality
of the c lassroom teacher in both the e le me ntary and secondary
schools, which mea ns th at we must be concerned with teacher
education and certification. (Fawce tt, 1960 , p. 420)
Included in the summary of the 1960 NCTM Policy Conference was the
observation tha t curricula for the education of mathe matics te ac hers are receiving
more attention now than ever before.
One of four goals of an eightee n-month s tudy financed by the Carnegie
Corporation and administered by the American Association for the Advancement
of Science is to "develop procedures whe r eby representation of logically
interested organizations and state cer tifica tion and accreditation offic ials may
work together e ffec tively in the development of teacher preparation programs,
and to prepare suggested guides for program approval by state cer tification
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officers." (Fawcett, 1960, p. 420)
Another concerned group is the Commission of Mathematics of the
College Entrance Examinations Board.

The Commission thinks that the

secondary sc hool mathematics curri culum s hould be a principal determining
factor of teacher education curricula (Schumaker, 1961).
Schumaker (1961, p. 422) feels "there is also a great need for an
investigation of the effectiveness of present teacher-education programs in
meeting the needs of teachers in modern comprehensive high schools."
Some writers feel that new courses in mathematics should be offered
which better fill the needs of secondary mathematics teachers (Kinsella, 1960).
Some ideas used in secondary school curricula may not be included in any
presently offered university cours es.
Lloyd Morrisett ( 1966, p. 127) feels that evaluation of programs should
be a continual process since "curriculum construction, teacher training , the
teacher, and research are inextric ably linked in the process of education."
Morrisett's theme seems to be that changing patterns in curricula require
continual evaluation of all factors concerned, from the curriculum creators to
the curriculum absorbers (students).
In any case, the preparation of secondary mathematics teachers in
recent years has developed many problems because of the change in secondary
and college mathematics (Kinsella, 1960).
They Lfeacheri7 discover that they must e ither learn the new
skills and knowledge required by the changes that are adopted
or be seriously handic apped or totally obsolete. For example,
a teacher who makes no effort to prepare for the new math
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program will be seriously handicapped in te ac hing arithmetic
to elementar y students . (Cos ta, 1966 , p. 11)
Ferguson (1964) feels that it is more difficult for teachers to make
the c hange to new math than for the stude nts.

Bruce E . Me serve (1966), in

speaking to administra tors and mathematics teachers says:
Help your teachers and colle agues to understand what the
new approaches to the teaching of mathematics are, and
how to use these approaches effec tively in their classrooms.
This is not a matter simply of adopting a new textbook. No
matter how good the book is, teachers need, and can be most
effective with, materi als that they thoroughly understand and
can teach with confidence . In other words, I firmly believe
that some teachers are more effective with so-called obsolete
textbooks that they understand than with new texts that they do
not trust. The problem a lso cannot be solved by sending one
or two teachers to an institute or inservice program. Enough
teachers must be influenced to affect the outlook of all teachers.
(Meserve, 1966 , p. 524)
Some administrators, convinced of the superiority of new math
programs, expect an overnight change to modern mathematics simply by adopting
a new program.

This leads to teacher frustration and confusion.

The teachers

are not familiar with the complete content of the new programs and cannot
become familiar with them by simply reading through the text (Fawce tt, 1960).
Curriculum reforms remain strictly academic if they are not simultaneously concerned with the training of teachers who are to bring about the
recommended reforms.

The success or failure of a curricu lum is in the hand s

of the classroom teacher (Delessert, 1966).
It seems quite clear that the new school mathematics programs require

training somewhat different tha n for traditional programs.

The new programs

have the potential of being much superior to traditional programs, but their
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success depends on the classroom teache r . As stated by Kinsella (1960, p. 27),
. . there is little doubt that the preparation of secondary school ma thematics
teachers will have to be modified . "
A question of great importance is how they should be modified .
This question has bothered many people, especially t hose most closely
responsible for the effects of modification.

NCTM has made proposals, as have

other nationally interested mathe m atical organiz ations.

The study groups

creating the new programs have made recommendations . The Committee on
Undergraduate Programs in Ma the matics (CUPM) of the Mathematics Association
of America has devoted much time , money, and effort to answer this question
and to recommend the properly modified program . E ven the national government has shown consider able interest in the question .
Most of the recommendations are made in a nticipation of the needs the
teachers are expected to experience in teaching the new math programs . They
are, for the most part, theoretical projections which need confirmation through
r e search.

Ve r y recently, some research has been done to either validate or

discount the validity of the proposals and suggestions.

Before reviewing this

most recent research, it is fitting to review the proposals and suggestions for
modification of teacher education. In doing so, it should be of interest, and
perhaps of importance also, to observe any tre nds or consistencies.

New Mathematics Teacher Education Programs

Kinsella (1960) ma kes some general suggestions as to how teacher education
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should be modified for the years following 1963.

Because of his belief that

new courses in mathematics should be o ffered by universities to allow a better
preparation, Kinsella names no speci fic courses.

His suggestions follow:

1. provide for a knowledge of the logical foundations
and important properti es of the natural number , integers ,
rational numbers, irrational numbers, complex numbers,
cardinal numbers, ordinal numbers.
2. provide for attention to the structure of algebras .
3. provide for a knowledge of different kinds of geometry .
4 . provide for a background in probability and statistics.
5. provide for a command of the calculus and the associated
function concept.
6. provide experience wi th applications of mathematics to
the physical and social sc ie nces .
7. provide for a reading knowledge of the history of mathematics.
8. provide for experience in integrating mathematics.
(Kinsella, 1960 , p . 31-32)

With similar general objectives in mind, Landin (1963) proposes a university mathematics curriculum which he fee ls is suitable to the SMSG and
UICSM programs.

Hi s proposed program contains

Co llege Algebra

3 semester hours

Trigonometry

2 semester hours

Analytic Geometry

3-4 semester hours

Calculus

6-8 semester hours

Advanced Geometry of the Cir cle and Triangle
Structure of Arithmetic

3 semester hours
3-5 semester hours

Abstract Algebra (Structure of Algebra and
Foundations of Algebra)

6 semester hours

Advanced Analytic Geometry

3 semester hours

Introduction to Higher Analysis

6 semester hours
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He suggests also some supporting courses in science.

In presenting

the above list, Landin noted that both college algebra and trigonometry need
upgrading on the uni vers ity le vel.

li e fe e ls th at analytic '- geome try is but a

ghos t of what it s hould be and, therefore , proposed the advanced analy tic
geo me try to compensate for it. Abstract a lgebra was stressed most strongly
s ince it de velops concepts of structure a nd proof-groups , fields , rings, logi c,
and precise definitions.

Introducti on to hi ghe r analy sis was suggested to give

the te ache r a sufficie nt background to teach e lementar y calculus or lay a foundation
for it.
Estes (1961) recommended a curricu lum for prospective teachers of
modern mathe m atics programs which was e ndorsed by the Board of Governors of
the Ma thematics Associa ti on of America . His reco mmendations include:
Analytic Geo metry

3 semester hours

Calculus

6 semester hours

Structure of Algebra

3 se me ster hours

Linear Algebra

3 semester hours

Foundations of Geo metry

3 semester hour s

Structure of Geome try

3 semester hours

Probability

3 semester hours

Statistics

3 se me ster hours

Advanced Electives
Number Theory
R eal Variables
History of Mathe matics
Topology
Numerical Analysis

6 se mester hours
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Jone s ( 1962) in a r e port o n ne w curriculum patterns for mathematics
te ache rs published in the Ameri can Associatio n of Colleges for Teacher Education
(AACTE) Yearbook , s uggests the following curricu lum for teachers of algebr a
and ge ome try in the seventh , eighth , ninth , and tenth grades :
Analtyic Geo me try
Calculus
Abstract Algebra
(Foundation and Structure)
Structure of Geometry
Probability a nd Statistics
A course containing logic and
set theory
For high school teac hers teachi ng ninth through twe lfth grades, Jones
reco mme nded additional courses in alge bra and geo me try .
A repor t from the sub-committee on teacher certifi cation of the
Cooperati ve Committee on the Teaching of Science and Mathematics (CCTSM )
which is pa t of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAA S)
s ugge ste d th

fo llowing curriculum as being a minimum for teacher certifica tion :

Analysis (Analytic Geometry and Calculus )

12 semester hour s

Probab ility

3 semester hours

Statistics

3 semester hours

Abstract Algebra

3 semester hours

Geo metry

3 semester hours
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Applied Mathematics
(Nu merical Analysis a nd Linear P rog r a mming)

6 semester hours

Foundation of Mathe matics

3 semester hours

Supporting sc ience courses were recomme nde d (Estes , 1961).
CUPM is co mposed of fo rty- three uni ve rsity professors, mos t of whom
ar e we ll known in the ir field.

The panel on teacher training consists of the

fo llo wing:
E. G. Begle , Stanford Univers ity
R oy Dubisch, Uni vers ity of Washington
Mary Folsom, University of Miami
W. T. Guy, Jr. , Uni versity of Texas
Clarence E. Hardgrove, Nor the rn Illinois University
P. S. Jones , University of Michigan
John L. Ke lley , Universi ty of California , Be rkeley
John G. Kemeny , Dartmouth College
E . R. Kolchin , Columbia Uni ve rsity
Bruce E. Meserve, Unive r s ity of Vermont
Edwin E. Moise, Harvard University
George Springer, Indi ana Unive rsity
Rothwe ll Stephens , Knox College
Henry Van Engen , University of Wi sconsin
Stephen S. Willoughby, New York Uni versi ty
Ga il S. You ng , Tul ane Uni versity
(CUPM , 1966 , p. iv)
CUP M printed recomme nda tions for the training of teache rs of mathem a tics in 1961.

The r ecommenda tions were revi sed in August, 1964 , and again

in December, 1966 . The recomme ndations as revised in December, 1966, are
divided according to the different leve ls of teachin g.

For the teachers of the

e le m ents of a lge bra and geometry (grades 7 through 10) , the following is recommended:
Prospective teachers should en ter this program ready for a
m a the m a tics course a t the leve l of a beginning course in
ana lyti c geometry a nd calculus (requiring a minimum of
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three years in co llege preparatory m athematics) . It is
recognized that many stude nts will need to cor r ect high
school deficiencies in college. However, such courses
as trigonometry and co llege a lgebr a should not count
toward the fulfillment of minimum requir e ments at the
co llege level. Their co llege mathema ti cs training should
then include:
(A) Three course s in e lementar y ana lysis (including or
presupposing the fundamentals of analtyic geometry).
This introduction to ana lysis should s tress basic concepts . However, prospective teachers should be
qualified to take more advanced ma thematics courses
requiring a year of calculus, and hence calculus
courses espec ially designed for teachers are normally not desirable.
(B)

Four other courses : a course in abstract algebra ,
a course in geome try, a course in probability from
a set-theoretic point of view , and one e lective. One
of these courses should contain an introduction to the
language of logic and se t s . The Panel strongly
reco mme nds that a course in applied m a themati cs or
statisti cs be included. (CUPM , 1966 , p. 8-9)

For the teachers of high sc hool ma the ma tic s, CUPM recommends:
(1) Three courses in analysis (analytic· geometry a nd calculus).
(2) Two co urses in abstract algebra . These cour ses should include linear
algebra, groups, rings, and fields.
(3) T wo courses in geometry beyond ana ly t ic geometry.

These courses ar e for

a higher understanding of high school geo metry.
(4) Two courses in probability and stati s tics.

It is recommended that thes e

courses be based on calculus.
(5) A course in computer science.
(6) Two upper c lass courses. Recommended courses a re topology , number
theory, history of mathema tics, or introduction to real variables (CUPM, 1966).
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For the teachers of advanced high school programs , a Master's
Degree is suggested.

At least two-thirds of the courses for the Master's

program should be in mathemati cs.

These cou r ses s hould include two courses

of theoretical analysis (CUPM , 1966).

Evaluation of Proposed Curriculum Programs

The following table was constructed for the purpose of summari zing the
recommended programs in undergraduate mathematics for prospective secondary
school mathematics teachers.
given a specific course.

The index s hown indicates the relative support

An index of 1. 000 indicates complete suppor t, while

. 000 indicates no support.

The following code and point system was used to

determine the index:
X means course was suggested; one point.
P means course is a prerequisite for a suggested course; one point.

~X means one out of two courses is suggested; one half point.
SX means course fulfills requirements of a course described in
suggestions ; one point.
SE means course is sugges ted as an elective.
one out of two possible-one-half point.

If it is suggested as

If it is one out of four possible, where

two s hould be taken-one-half point.
The index is found by dividing the total number of points given a course
by seven (the number of possible points if suggested by each source making
recommendations) .

The index may be c hanged to indicate per cent support by

multiplying by one hundred .
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Table 3 . Recommended mathematics programs for secondary school teachers
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Includes Foundations of Algebra and Structure of Algebra

.143
. 212

X

SE

. 286
.357
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College algebra and tr igonometry are e ither r e commended or required
a s prerequisites for a ll sets of reco mme nd a ti ons.

In some cases , equivale nt

high sc hool coun;es may be s ubs titu ted.
Analyti c geometry, calculus, and abs trac t algebra were each recommended
unanimously.

The next most popularly recomme nded course is probab ility ,

followed by statistics .
There was unanimous consent that a geo me try course should be taught,
but no de finite preference for foundations of geometry or structure of geometry
was shown . This m ay be the reason they follow probability a nd statistics.

Had

both been included under one he ading, "college geo metry ," this classification
would have preceded probability a nd statistics.
Beyond this point, general support for a ny one course is not strong
e nough to claim the course is generally receommended.

Courses in this category

a r e: foundations of m a thematics, linear programming, nume rical analysis,
topology, hi s tory of ma the matics , numbe r theor y, structure of arithmetic,
introdu c tion to real var iables , and advance d analysis .
Listing the courses in order of decreasing index yie lds the follo wi ng
sequence :
Index
1. 000

College Algebr a (or equivale nt)
Trigonometry (or equivalent)
Analy tic Geometry
Calculus
Abstr act Algebra (foundation and structure )

1:
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Index (can't.)

Course (Contd.)

. 857

Probability

. 786

Statistics

. 714

Foundations of Geometry
Structure of Geometry

.357

Foundations of Mathematics

.286

Linear Programming

. 212

Numerical Analysis

. 143

Topology
Number Theory
History of Mathematics
In traduction to Real Variables
Advanced Analysis
Foundations of Arithmetic

In looking for general trends of support, and consistencies of recommendations , it is obvious that courses with an index of 1. 000 are unanimously
accepted as a necessary preparatory courses for secondary mathematics
teachers.

Indexes of . 700 and above show general acceptance as a needed course,

whereas indexes Jess than . 500 show no general acceptance, and would indic a te
under normal circumstances that less than 50 per cent of the sources recommended
that course .
The trend shown by the above chart and index listing is for strong support
of the following courses:
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College Algebra (or equivalent)
Trigonometry (or equivalent)
Analytic Geometry
Calculus
Abstract Algebra (foundation and structure)
Probability
Statistics
Foundations of Geometry
Structure of Geometry
There is a notable break in the size of indexes (. 714 to . 357) after the
geometry courses, indicating some disagreement as to the need for usefulness of
these classes with lower indexes.

It is possible that, although these classes may

be useful, there are several and it would be impractical to require all of them of
prospective teachers.

In any case, none of the following courses had universal

support of the sources used:
Foundations of Mathematics
Linear Programming
Numerical Analysis
Topology
Number Theory
History of Mathematics
Introduction to Real Variables
Advanced Analysis
Foundations of Arithmetic
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On the basis of the recommendations reviewed, the author suggests that
courses with an index greater than . 700 are generally considered as necessary
for adequate preparation to teach modern mathematics in secondar y schools.
Those courses with an index less than . 500 are generally considered as suggested
electives for work beyond the necessary courses, but have no universal support.
These results will later be compared with the courses Utah secondary ma the matics teachers feel are most useful in their classroom teaching experiences.

Recent Educational Research (Three Doctoral Dissertations)

Two doctoral dissertations were completed in 1964 , suggesting possible
undergraduate programs in mathematics for prospective mathematics teachers.
Both suggested programs were based on their authors' studies of changes in
secondary sc hool mathematics curricula and suggestions by national groups
interested in mathematics teacher education.

No analysis for the formulation

of these two programs was indicated.
Stephe ns suggested the following:
(a ) Four courses in elementary analysis (or three foursemester-hour courses).
(b) A two course sequence in algebra.
(c) T wo courses in geometry.
(d) A two-course sequence in probability and statistics
In add ition , the senior hi gh school teacher should have:
(e) a two-course sequence in the foundations of mathematics, including mathematical logic.
(f) Two courses in applied mathematics.
(g ) A two course sequence in advanced analysis.

I
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In addition, e lective courses should be available for
those students who can fit them into their schedules.
These should include theory of numbers, topology, and
the history of mathematics. (1964, p. 130-131)
Berg recommends the followi ng for a major teaching a ssignment in
secondary school mathematics in Oklahoma:
(A) a minimum of 10 semester hours in mathematical analys is (analytic geometry and calculus);
(B) a minimum of 6 semester hours in modern a lgebra
(beyond college algebra) ;
(C) a minimum of 6 semester hours in contemporary geometry (beyond analytic geometry);
(D) a minimum of 3 semester hours in probabilitystatistics ; and
(E) a minimum of 7 semester hours of electives in mathematics, not all chosen from only one of the other four
areas. (1964, p. 173-174)
In 1965, R. H. Annis completed a doctoral dissertation on the applicability
of university courses to actual classroom teaching . For Annis! study, he used
ninety graduates of the University of North Dakota who had graduated in mathematics
education in the previous ten years and who had taught m athe mati cs in secondary
schools.

He asked teachers to rate the applicability of each course listed on a

scale one through five, where five meant very appli cable and one meant the course
had little or no application to secondary scho ol mathematics. Annis obtained a rank
order correl ation of . 91 for ratings by teachers who have and who have not taught
modern mathematics.

He obtained a . 91 rank order corr e la tion a lso for the

ratings by teachers with more th an five years ' experie nce a nd those with less than
five years ' experience (Annis, 1965).
The degree of applicability given university mathematics courses by the
secondary mathematics teachers was in so me ways quite different than the proposals
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previous ly d isc us sed .

The first twe n ty courses included in Annis' study are

listed below in rank order:
1.

College Algebra

2.

Algebraic Structures

3.

Linear Algebra

4.

Trigonometry

5.

Teacher's Course in Ma the ma tics

6.

History of Mathematics

7.

Analytic Geome try

8.

College Geometry

9.

Ele mentary Statistics

10.

Theory of Equa tions

11.

Theory of Proba bility

12 . General As tronomy
13.

Non-Euclid ian Geometry

14.

Differential Calculus

15 . Integral Calculus
16 .

Vector Analysis

17.

Ma thematical T heory of Statistics

18 . Differential E qua tions
19.

Advanced Calculus

2 0. Intermediate Calculus
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METHOD

One of the objectives of this study was to compare the evaluations of
uni vers ity courses by Utah teachers to undergraduate programs suggested for
teacher preparation. For this purpose , a questionnaire was prepared and distributed to approximately 104 teache rs now actively e ngaged in mathematics education in Utah. Approximately e ighty teachers were given questionnaires at the
Utah Council of Teachers of Ma thematics general session for secondary school
teachers which was part of the Utah Education Association's {UEA) annual teacher's
convention in Sa lt Lake City, Utah , on October 7, 1966.

This meeting was attended

by Utah mathematics teachers from throughout the state of Utah.

The majority of

them, however , were from school districts in or near Salt Lake City.

An additional

twenty-one teachers from Logan and Cache County school districts, who did not
a ttend the convention, were later given questionnaires, as were three other teachers
contacted by the inves tiga tor.

Fifty-eight questionnaires were received between

October, 1966 a nd May, 196 7.

Of these fifty-eight , seven were deleted because

of incompleteness and one because of a mbiguity . The remaining fifty were used, as
appropriate, to formulate the ta ble s used in showing the results.
The questionnaire {see Appendix) contai ned twenty-six courses of university mathematics which are taught in Utah universities as undergraduate courses.
Teachers were asked to indicate whether they felt the course has been or would be
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of value to them in te achmg s econdary school mathe ma ti cs.

To gain some idea

of the degree of va lue , teac hers we r e a ls o a s ked to indicate the five courses they
felt wer e most valu a ble in teac hin g secondary ma th e matics.

They were also

asked if they felt a co ur se should be pa rt of the r equirements for a teaching
major in mathe matics .
The que stionn a t re a lso aske d for na me , date , and school district. It
was designed to s how whe th e t· the teacher ' s school had a modern mathematics
program, how long that program had been in e ffec t, and how many years the
teacher had been teaching. lt also indicated courses most fre quently taught, and
whether the teacher graduatE-d wtth a mathematics major or minor.
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HESLTLTS

T he find1ngs o f thJ s s tudy

fllt'

expressed in th

s how th e te ach rs ' r f' actJ on s to ach cou rs
for .

form of tables which

according to the information asked

T a bles 4 , 5 , a nd 6 ar.- conc<>r ned wi th all teachers who subm itted acceptable

questionnaires.

Tables 7 , 8, and 9 are concerned only with those teachers who

have a teaclung maJor or rruno t in malhe matJ CS or a science-mathema ti cs
composJte m aJor . a nd "11<• have taught mode rn ma th e matics . (There are thirtysix such teachers "'ho submJtll ·d

qu~es twnnaire s ) .

Tables 10 , 11 , and 12 are

concerned with tPachers who do no t ha ve a teaching major or minor in mathe matics or who have not taught mod e rn mathematics (Th ere are fourteen such
teac hers who s ubm itted ques!Jonnai rcos , of which only one was placed in this
category fo1· not havmg taught mod .r n mathematics ).
The data in Tables 4 , 7, a nd

J(J

are concer ned with whether the course

has been or would be valu able m teac lung secondary school mathe matics . Tables
5, 8 , and 1 1 contain data relating to the de gree of value of the courses.

It asked

teache r s to chec k th e five cours es they fe lt to be the most valuable in teaching
secondary school math e matics . Th e valuations shown on Tables 6 , 9 , and 12
are to indicate thE' courses Utah teache rs fee l should be part of the requirements
for a teaching m ajor in secondary m athe matics education.
All teachers dtd no t complete all parts of the questionnaires . In such
cases . only the parts comp]P ted were used.

For this reason , each table indicates
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Table 4.

The value of cours s in teaching secondary mathematics by a ll
teachers (46 com pleted this category)

A

B

c

Co llege Algebra
Sblid Geometry
Trigonometry

39
21
37

84 . 8
45.7
80.5

12.5
2

Analytic Ge bmetry
Differential Calculus
Integral Calculus

31
28
23

67.4
60 . 9
50.0

3
4
10

Nu mber Theory
Logic
History of Mathe matics

23
20
23

50. 0
43.5

50.0

10
14.5
10

Matrices
Probability a nd Statistics
Methods for Sec . Math. Teach .

12
19
25

26.3
4 1. 3
54.4

19
16
6

Modern Alge bra
Mode rn Geometry
Ma th for Sec . School Teach.

27
17
24

58. 7
36 .8
52 .2

5
17
7.5

Foundations of Math
(set theory)
Foundation of Algebra
Foundation of Geo metry

24
20
21

52.2
43.5
45.7

7. 5
14. 5
12 .5

7
9
3

15 .2
19 .6
6.5

23.5
20
26

13
8
7

28 . 4
17. 4
15.2

18
21
23.5

7
7

15.2
15. 2

23. 5
23.5

Analysis
Theory of Eq uations
Topology
Linear Algebra
Projective Geometry
Functions of fual and Complex Variables
Advanced Calculu s
Differentia l Eq uation s

Key: (A) Number of teachers who feel course is valuable in teaching secondary school m athematics
(B) Per cent of teachers who feel course is valuable in teaching sec ondary school mathe matics
(C) R ank order
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T able 5.

The fi ve mos t valuable courses m teaching secondar y school
ma thematics by all teache rs (48 co mpleted this category)

A

B

c

Colle ge Algebra
Solid Geometry
Trigonome try

34
12
35

70.9
25 . 0
72 . 9

2

Analytic Ge01:1e try
Differe ntial Ca lculus
Integral Calculus

25
12
6

52. 1
25.0
12 . 5

3
15

Number The ory
Logic
History of Ma the ma tics

12
8
7

25.0
16 . 7
14 . 8

7
12.5
14

0

0. 0
10. 4
31.2

24
16 . 5
5

41.7
22 . 9
22 .9

4
10
10

22.9
16 . 7
10 . 4

10
12.5
16. 5

Ma trices
Probability and Statistics
Me thods for Sec . Math Te ach .
Modern Algebra
Modern Geometry
Ma th for Sec . School Teach.
Founda tions of Math
(set theory)
Foundation of Algebra
Foundation of Geo metry

5

15
20
11

11

11

8
5

3

2, 1
6. 3
2. 1

20
18
20

Linear Algebra
0
Proj e ctive Geometry
0
Functions of R eal and Complex Variables 0

0. 0
0. 0
0. 0

24
24
24

Advance d Calculus
Diffe r e ntial Equations

2. 1

20
24

Analysis
Theory of Eq uations
Topology

0

0. 0

Key: (A) Number of teache rs who fe e l course is one of the five most
valu able course s in teac hing secondary school mathematics .
(B) P e r ce nt of teache rs who feel course is one of the five most
valuable in teaching secondary school mathematics
(C) Rank order
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Table 6 .

Courses recomme ndt·d a ~ t(·achtng major req uire ments by all
teache1·s (36 com1Jkt ecl th • ~ c art·go t y )

c

A

n

College A l ge bt~a
Solid Geo me try
Trigonome try

33
23
33

82.5
57.5
82 . 5

1. 5
7.5
1. 5

Analytic Geometry
Differe ntial Calculus
Integral Calculus

~0

26
24

75 . 0
65.0
60 . 0

4
6

Number Theory
Logic
History of Mathe m a ti cs

16
17
21

4 0. 0
42.5
52.5

16
14
10

Ma trices
Probability a nd Statisttes
Me thods for Sec . Ma th Teach

7
16
25

17.5
40 . 0
62.5

19
16
5

Modern Algebra
Modern Geo me try
Math for Sec . School

23
21
21

57. 5
52.5
52.5

7.5
10
10

18
16
19

45 . 0
40 . 0
47.5

13
16
12

3
10

7.5
25.0
2.5

22.5
18
25.5

5

Tc~c h .

Foundations of Math
(set theory )
Foundation of Alge bra
Foundation of Geo me try
Analysi s
Theory of Equations
Topology

3

Linear Alge b ra
Projective Geom e try
Functions of R eal and Complex variah;fs

3
3

12.5
7. 5
7. 5

20
22.5
22.5

Advanced Calculus
Differential Equations

1
3

2.5
7.5

25. 5
22.5

Key: (A) Number of teache t•s who feel course s hould be part of requirem e nts for a teachtng maj o
(B) Per cent of teachers who feel cour s e should be part of requirem e nts for a teachtng ma jor
(C) R a nk orde r
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T a bl e 7

The val ue nf cout scs 1n t<:achtng s e condary sc hool mathema tics
by toachcrs l' ho ha\'l' a mathe m atJcs teachmg major or minor
or a sc lc nce-mallJ e m::ti iCS co mpo site and who have taught modern
mathematics (33 ans'Nercrl this cate gory)
A

B

c

College Alg bra
Solid Geometry
Trigonome try

28
14
28

85 . 0
42.4
85.0

1.5
16 .5
1.5

Ana lytiC Gc omt: tr y
Differe ntial Ca lculus
Tn tegral Calculus

24
20
20

72 . 7
60. 6
60 . 6

3
6. 5
6.5

Number Th eory
Logic
History of Mathematics

20
16
18

60 . 6
48.4
54 . 5

6.5
13 . 5

Matrice s
Probability and Statistics
Methods for Sec . Math Teach .

12
16
20

36.4
48 . 4
60 . 6

18
13.5
6.5

Modern Algebra
Modern Geome try
Math for Sec . Sch ool Teach.

22
17
19

66 . 7
51. 5
57.6

4
12
9.5

Foundations of Ma th (set theo ry )
FoundatiOn of Alge b a
FoundatiOns of Geometry

19
14
15

57.6
42. 4
45 .5

9.5
16.5
15

7
7
4

21. 2
21. 2
12 . 1

23
23
26

lJ

33 . 3
24.2
21. 2

19
20
23

Analyst s
Theory of Eq uations
Topology
Linear Algebra
Proj ective Geometry
Functions of R eal and Complex Variables
Advanced Calculu s
Differential equatwns

8
7

11

7
21.2
23
7
21. 2
23
Key : (A ) Numb . of te achers who fe 1 course is valuable in teaching
secondary school mathematics
(B) Per ce nt of teache rs who feel course is valuable in teaching
secondary school mat11ematics
(C) Rank orde r
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Table 8.

The five most valuable cour ses in teaching secondary school
mathematics by te ache1 s who hav a mathe ma tics teaching
major o r m inor, or a math e matics-science composite (36
ans wered th is c a tegory)

c

A

B

College Algebra
Solid Geo metry
Trigonometry

23

64 . 0
19 . 7
61.2

11

Analytic Geome try
Differential Calculus
Integral Calculus

19
8
5

52 . 8
22.5
14. 0

3
10
15

9
6
4

25 . 0
16 . 9
11.2

7.5
12.5
17

Matrices
Probability and Statistics
Methods for Sec . Math Teach.

0
5
10

0. 0
14 . 0
28. 8

23
15

Modern Algebra
Modern Geometry
Math for Sec. School Teach.

15
9
9

41. 7
25.0
25 . 0

4
7. 5
7.5

Foundations of Math (set theory)
Foundation of Algebra
Foundation of Geometry

9
6
5

25 . 0
16 . 9
14. 0

7. 5
12.5
15

Analysis
Theory of Equations
Topology

0
3
0

0. 0
8.4
0. 0

23
18
23

Linear Algebra
Projective Ge ome try
Functions of R eal and Complex Var iables

0
0
0

0. 0
0.0
0. 0

23
23
23

Advanced Calculus
Differential Equations

1
0

2. 8
0.0

19
23

Number Theory
Logic
History of Ma the matics

22

2

5

Key : (A) Numbe r of teachers who feel course is one of the five most
valuable courses in teaching secondary school mathematics
(B) Per cent of teache rs who feel course is one of the five most
valuable course s m teachmg secondary school mathematics
(C) Rank order
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T able 9 . Course s recommended as teaching maj or require ments by
teache rs who have a math mat1cs teaching major or minor,
or a maihe mati cs-science compos ite (31 completed this
category)
A

B

c

College Algebra
Solid Geometry
Trigonometry

26
17
26

83. 8
54 . 8
83. 8

1.5
9.5
l.G

Analyti c Gcotnctry
Diffe r e ntial Calculus
Integral Ca lculus

24
21
20

77 . 4
67. 7
64 . 5

3
5
6

Number Theory
Logic
History of Ma thematics

13
17

41.9
45.2
54 . 8

16.5
13. 5
9.5

Matrices
Probability and Statistics
Me thods for Sec . Math Teach.

4
13
22

12 . 9
41.9
71 . 0

19
16.5
4

Modern Algebra
Modern Geometry
Math for Se c . School Teach.

18
17
17

58 . 1
54. 8
54. 8

7
9.5
9.5

Foundations of Math (set the ory)
Foundatwn of Algebra
Foundation of Geometry

14
14
14

45.2
45.2
45.2

13.5
13.5
13.5

Analysis
Theory of Equations
Topology

2
9
0

6.5
29 . 1
0. 0

23
18
26

Linear Algeb ra
Projective Geometry
Functions of .R eal and Comple x Variable s

3
3

9. 7
9. 7
3. 2

21
21
24.5

Advanced Calculus
Differenti al Equations

1
3

3. 2
9.7

24.5
21

14

Key: (A) Number of teachers who feel course should be part of requireme nts for a teac hing major in mathe matics
(B) P er cent of teachers who fee l courses should be part of requirements for a teaching major in mathe matics
(C) Rank order
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Table 10 . T he value of courses in teach ing s condary school mathe ma ti cs
by teache r s who do not have m athematics m ajors or minor s or
who have not taught mode rn mathematics (13 answered this
category )
A

B

c

11

9

84 . 5
53.5
69 .2

4.5
2

Analtyic Geo metry
Differenti a l Calculus
Integral Calculus

7
8
2

53. 8
61. 6
15. 4

4.5
3
17

Number Theory
Logic
History of Ma the matics

3
4

13. 5

5

23. 0
30.8
38. 4

Matrices
Prob ability a nd Sta tistics
Me thods for Sec . Ma th Teac h.

0
3
5

0. 0
23. 0
38. 4

23.5
13.5
8.5

Modern Alge bra
Modern Geometry
Ma th for Sec. School Teach.

5
0
3

38.4
0.0
23. 0

8.5
23.5
13. 5

Foundations of Math (set theory)
Foundation of Algebr a
Foundation of Geometry

5
3
6

38.4
23. 0
46 .2

8. 5
13.5
6

Analysis
Theory of Equations
Topology

2

7. 7
15.4
7.7

19 .5
17
19.5

Linear Alge bra
Proj ec tive Geometry
Functions of R ea l and Complex Variables

2
0
0

15. 4
0. 0
0.0

17
23.5
23.5

Advanced Cal culus
Differenti al Equations

0
0

0. 0
0.0

23.5
23.5

College Alge bra
Solid Geome try
Trigonometry

11

8. 5

Key: (A) Number of teachers who feel course is valuable in teaching secondary school mathematics
(B) P er cent of teachers who feel course is valuable in teaching secondary school mathe matics
(C) Rank order
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T a ble 11 . The five most valuable courses in teaching second ary school
m athematics by teachers who do not have m athem a tics majors
or mmors or have not taught modern m athe ma tics (9 answered
th is category)

c

A

B

College Al gebra
Solid Geo m e try
Trigonome try

7
6
7

77 . 8
66 .7
77 .8

1. 5
2. 5
1. 5

Analytic G-"ometry
Differe ntial Calculus
Integral Calculus

6

5
2

66 . 7
55 .6
22.2

6

15. 5

Number Theory
Logic
History of Mathe matics

3
3
4

33 . 3
33.3
44.4

10 .5
10.5
7. 5

Matrices
Probability and Statistics
Me thods for Sec . Math Teach .

0
3
3

0. 0
33 .3
33 . 3

24
10.5
10.5

Modern Alge bra
Modern Geometry
Math for Sec. School Teach .

5
2
1

55. 6
22 . 2
11. 1

15.5
19 .5

Founda tions of Math (set theory )
Foundation of Algebra
Foundation of Geometry

4
2

44 .4
22.2
55.5

7. 5
15.5

Analysis
Theory of Eq uations
Topology

1

11. 1
11. 1
11. 1

19. 5
19 .5
19 .5

Linear Algebra
P r oj ec tive Geometry
Functions of R eal and Complex Variables

2
0
0

22.2
0. 0
0.0

15.5
24
24

Advanced Calculus
Differenti a l Equations

0
0

0.0
0. 0

5

2.5

6

6

24
24

Key: (A) Number of teachers who feel cou rse is one of the five most
valuable courses in teaching secondary school mathematics
(B) Per cent of teachers who fee l course is one of the five most
valuable cours es in teaching secondary school mathematics
(C) R a nk order
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Table 12.

Courses recommended as teach mg major requirements by
teachers who do not have a mathe matics major or minor or who
have not taught mod ern mathematics (12 teachers ans wered
thi s category)

College Alge bra
Solid Geometry
Trigonome try

A

B

c

11
5
12

91. 6
41.6
100. 0

5

6

2

Analy tic Gcowetry
Differe ntial Calculus
Integral Calculus

4

50.0
33.3
8.3

3
7
16

Number Theory
Logic
History of Ma thematics

3
2
3

25 . 0
16 . 7
25 . 0

8.5
12
8. 5

Matrices
Probability a nd Statistics
Methods for Sec . Math Teach.

0
0
5

0. 0
0.0
41. 6

22
22
5

Modern Algebra
Modern Geom tr y
Math for Sec . School Teach.

5
2
2

41 . 6
16 . 7
16. 7

12
12

Foundations of Math (set thoery
Foundation of A lgebra
Foundation of Geometry

2
2
0

16 .7
16. 7
0. 0

12
12
22

Analysis
Theory of Eq ua tions
Topology

1
0

8.3
0. 0
8.3

16
22
16

Linear Algebra
Projecti ve Geometry
Functions of Real and Complex Variables

0
0
0

0. 0
0. 0
0.0

22
22
22

Advanced Calculus
Differential Equations

0
0

0. 0
0. 0

22
22

5

K ey: (A) Number of teachers who feel cour s e should be part of requirements for a teaching major in mathe matics
(B) P e r cent of teachers who feel course should be part of requirements for a teaching major in m athematics
(C) Rank order
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the number of teachers correctly co mpleti ng the section of the questionnaire
appropr iate to that table .
The internal consistency of the data is noti cably high . (With twe ntysix ite ms , r ho = . 515 is stgnificani at the . 01 level.) The rank difference correlation coe ffi cie nt for th

value of courses and courses r eco mme nded from T able s

4 and 6 (all teachers in survey\ is 94 . For Tables 7 and 9 (teachers with major
or minor) , it is . 92.

Both of these a e above th

. 01 signifi cance level, s howing

a high correlation be twee n courses the teachers found valuable in teaching, and
those they proposed for teaching maJor requirements in mathematics . For
Ta bles 10 a nd 12 (teachers without major or minor), the rank difference correla tion coefficient was . 832 , showi ng less consistency than the more profe ssionally
prepared groups . The s ta nd ard e quation

D = rank dtffer nee
n = numb r of ite ms ranked
was use d to find th e co relation coefficients .
The r ank difference b twee n courses valued , and cours es r e comme nded
by Utah teachers was greatRs t for numb r theory , mod ern geometry, and found ations
of mathematics.

Thes

thre cours s we re ranked higher for value to teac hing than

as reco mme nded cour ses for major teachmg requirements.
The corre la tion coefftcten ts for the tables for valua ble courses and for
the five mos t valuable cours

II

R

we e not qut te a high , but still showed significant
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consistRncy (.OJ I ver: .
and for 10 and 11 ,

rho ~

Fo r Tabk s 4 and 5, rho = . 90 ; for 7 and 8, rho = . 90 ;
. 94 .

Courses with the gr e at< st rank diffe rences were soltd geometry ,
integral calculus, hist o ry of math e matics , matrices, and modern geometry.
E a ch of these courses ranked much lo wer as on of the five most valuable courses
than for having value in teachmg second ary school mathematics . In this category
it was the teachers without teaching majors of minors in mathe mati cs who were
more consistent.
The rank differenc

corrPlanon coeffwient for the valu e of courses;

between all teachers and teache rs having majors or minors (Tables 4 and 7) is
. 96; between all teachers and teachers w1thout majors and minors (Tables 4 and
10), . 87 ; a nd between teach ers with maj ors and minors and teachers without

m ajors and minors (Tables 7 and 1.0), . 75.

Th

first two coefficients are

expected to be high , since the second set. of teachers in each case is a subset of
all teachers , to wh1ch it is be ing comparPd. The third coefficient(. 75) is probably
more reveal1ng than the oth r t.wo.

It indicates a modest but noticeable degree of

difference in value betwe n tRach rs with professional pr paration and experience
teaching modern m athe m atics a nd those without.
Courses having th

greatest. rank diffe rence are solid geometry, integral

calculus , matrices , modern g ometry , foundaiions of geo metry, and topology.
Integral calculus , matri ces , and modern geome try were ranked higher by teachers
with teachmg majors and minors . Sohd geometry , foundations of geometry, and
topology were ranked high by teachers without majors and minors.
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It should be noted that th e numbe r of teachers without teaching majors

and minors in math e matics "ho returned qu stionnaires is relatively small
(thir tee n out of fifty teachers with usable ques tionnaires ) and may not accurately
represent the large numb r of teachers in Utah who teach mathematics without a
maj or or minor in the fi eld . For this reason , the remainder of this study will
de al primarily with th e questionnaires of the two larger sets of teachers: those
with mathematics teaching majors or minors and exper ience in modern mathematics , and all teachers.
For ease of compan on, the following tables were prepared:
Table 13 shows courses listed in rank order according to their value to Utah
ma the m atics teache rs as taken from Tables 4 and 7.
Ta ble 14 shows courses listed in rank order accord ing to their evaluation as
be ing one of the five m ost valuabl e courses to Utah mathe mati cs teachers as
taken from Tables 5 and 8.
Table 15 shows courses listed in rank order as reco mmended for teaching ma jor
r equirements in mathe matics by Utah teachers, taken from Tables 6 and 9.
By listing the courses on Table 3 (page 32) in rank order, it is possible

to calcul ate a rank difference correlation coefficien t (rho) for those courses and
the courses on Table 13 (page 54).

This would prese nt so me idea of the corre-

lation betwee n nationally recomme nded courses (Table 3) and courses Utah
mathem atics teachers feel are valuable in teaching secondary school ma themati cs (Table J 3).
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Table 13 . Ra nk order of cou rses according to the ir value in teaching
s econdary school m a the mati c s

B

A

2
3
4
5

6
7.5
7.5
10
10
10
12.5
12.5
14 .5
14.5
16
17
18
19
20
21
23.5
23.5
23 . 5
23. 5
26

College Algebra
Tri gono me try
Analy ti c Geometry
Differenti al Calculus
Modern Algebra
Me thods for Secondary Ma thematics Teachers
Mathe m atics for Second ary
School Teachers
Foundations of Mathemattcs
Integra l Calculus
Number Theory
Hi story of Mathematics
Foundations of Geometry
Solid Geometry
Logic
Foundations of Algebra
Probabi lity and Statistics
Modern Geometry
Linear Alge bra
Matrices
Theory of Equations
Projective Geo metry
Differential Equations
Advanced Calculus
Analys i s
F unctions of Real and
Complex Variables
Topology

1.5
1.5
3
4
6.5
6.5
6. 5
6 .5
9. 5
9.5
11

12
13 .5
13 .5
15
16.5
16. 5
18
19
20
23
23
23
23
23
26

College Algebra
Trigonometry
Analytical Geome try
Modern Algebra
Diffe rential Calculus
Integral Calculus
Nu mber Theory
Methods for Secondary
Mathemati cs Teachers
Foundations of Mathematics
Mathematics for Secondary
School Teachers
History of Mathematics
Mode rn Geometry
Logic
Probability and Statistics
Founda tions of Geometry
Foundations of Algebra
Solid Geometry
Matrices
Linear Algebra
Proj e ctive Geometry
Analysis
Theory of Equations
Advance d Calculus
Differential Equations
Func tions of Real and
Complex Variables
Topology

Key: (A) All teachers
(B) Teachers who have a teaching m ajor or minor in m athe m atics and
have taught modern mathematics
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Table 14.

Rank order of courses considered to be in the five most valuable
courses in teaching- ~<'<'n nda y SC'hool mathematics
A

1
2
3.
4
5
7
7
7
10
10
10
12.5
12.5
14
15
16. 5
16.5
18
20
20
20
24
24
24
24
24

Trigonometry
College Algebra
Analytic Geome try
Modern Algebra
Methods for Secondary Mathematics Teachers
Number Theory
Differential Calculus
Solid Geometry
Modern Geometry
Foundations of Mathe m atics
Mathematics for Secondary
School Teachers
Foundations of Alge bra
Logic
History of Mathematics
Integral Calculus
Probability and Statistics
Foundations of Geometry
Theory of Equations
Analysis
Topology
Advanced Calculus
Matri ces
Linear Algebra
Proj ective Geometry
Differential Equations
Functions of Real and
Complex Variables

B

2
3
4
5
7.5
7. 5
7.5
7.5
10
11

12 . 5
12 .5
15
J5

15
17
18
19
23
23
23
23
23
23
23

College Algebra
Trigonometry
Analytical Geometry
Modern Algebra
Methods for Secondary
Mathematics Teachers
Nu mber Theory
Modern Geometry
Mathematics for Secondary
School Teachers
Foundations of Mathematics
Differential Calculus
Solid Geometry
Logic
Foundations of Algebra
Integral Calculus
Probab ility a nd Statistics
Foundations of Geometry
History of Mathematics
Theory of Eq uations
Advanced Calculus
Matrices
Analysis
Topology
Linear Algebra
Projective Geometry
Differential Equations
Functions of Real and
Complex Variables

Key: (A) All teachers
(B) Teachers who have a teac hing major or minor in mathematics
and who have taught modern mathematics
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T a ble 15. Rank order of course s r ecommended for a teaching major in
secondary school math e m atics

A
1. 5 College Algebra
1.5 Trigonometry

3
4
5
6
7.5
7.5
10
10
10
12
13
14
16
16
16
18
19
20
22.5
22.5
22.5
22.5
25.5
25.5

Analytic Geometr y
Differential Calculus
Methods fo r Secondary
Mathematics Teachers
Integral Calculus
Modern Algebra
Solid Geometry
History of Mathematics
Modern Geometry
Ma the matics for Secondary
School Teachers
Foundations of Geometry
Foundations of Mathematics
Logic
Number Theory
Probability and Statistics
Foundations of Algebra
Theory of Equations
Matrices
Linear Algebra
Analys is
Projective Geometry
Functions of R eal a nd
Complex Variables
Differenti a l Equations
Topology
Ad vanced Calculus

B

1.5
1.5
3
4
5

6
7
9.5
9.5
9. 5
9. 5

13. 5
13 . 5
13.5
13.5
16.5
16 . 5
18
19
21
21
21
23
24.5
24.5
26

College Algebra
Trigonometry
Analytical Geometry
Methods for Secondary
Mathematics Teachers
Differential Calculus
Integral Calculus
Modern Algebra
Mathematics for Secondary
School Teachers
Mod ern Geometry
History of Ma thematics
Solid Geometry
Logic
Foundations of Ma the matics
Foundations of Algebr a
Foundations of Geometry
Number Theory
Probability and Statistics
The ory of Equations
Matrices
Linear Algebra
Proj ective Geometry
Differe ntial Equations
Analysis
Advanced Calculus
F unctions of Real and
Co mplex Variables
Topology

Key: (A) All teachers
(B) Te ache rs who have a teaching major or minor in mathematics and
who have taught mod ern m a thematics
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In do ing so , a ny course whwh did not appea r o n both ta ble s was
deleted .

Both diffe rential calculu s a nd integral calculus o n Table 13 were

cons ide r ed as one course (calculus i a nd thf' quf's t ionn airf'S were r ecoun ted to
find the numbe r of tea c hers who fe lt e Ttlwr cou rs e was val ua ble .

Mode rn alge bra

and foundations of algebra were c lass Tfied toge th e r as a c our s e in abstrac t algebra ,
and que stionnaire s were r ecoun ted as fo

calc ulus (s ee Appe ndix).

The above me ntioned procedu r e yielde d fourteen courses which were
usable in calculating the rank diffe r e nce corre lation coefficient (rho).
ficient c al c ulated by this me thod is . 79 .

The coef-

Since there was some difference in the

methods us ed to obtain the r a nk listings , and all courses of the two rank listings
did not corre spond originally, th1 s is a c rude me asurement.

Still , it does give

a rough idea of the correlation and stmilar ity of the two listings.

I

I:

II
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CON LUSTO SAND SUMMARY

Evaluation of Results

There is a fairly hi gh correlation between courses included in nationally
recommended programs of und ergradua te mathematics for teacher preparation and
courses which were most frequ e ntly valued in teaching secondary school mathematics by Utah mathematics teachers.

The rank order corre lation coefficient

(rho) is . 79 , using fourteen cou ses, which is s ignificant at the . Ollevel.
Even with the high correlation coefficient, there are some differences
which warrant attention . The courses most commonly recommended nationally,
as prese nte d on page 34, are:
College Alge bra (or equivalent)
Trigonometry (or equivalent)
Analytic Geometry
Calculus
Abstract Algebra
Probability
Statistics
Foundations of Geometry
Structure of Geom etry
College a lgebra, trigonometry , and analytic geometry were valued most
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frequently by Utah mathe mal!cs te ache rs , as we ll as being most fr eque ntly
recommended in nation al progr a ms . T hese thre e courses see m to have been
the core of mathematics study by beginning stude nts for a long period of time as
indicated previously (page 7). Jn s ome cases, the s e courses are bei ng taught
sufficiently well in high schools to allow stude nts to begin collegiate wor k in
calculus . If the goals of modern mathe matics are r eali zed, this will soon be the
general case .
Differential calculus was consistently rated high by Utah te achers, but
integral calculus was no t. Integral calculus was ranked fifte e nth (out of twentysix courses) as one of the five most valuable classes by a ll teachers and also
by teachers with ma th majors or minors (Table 14). It appears that although a
fair share of Utah mathematics teach e rs (50 per cent on Table 4 and 60. 6 per
cent on Ta ble 7) value integral calculus , few of the m (12 . 5 per cent on Table 5
and 14 per cent on T a ble 8) feel it is one of the five most valuable courses.

Several

other courses such as modern algebra , modern geo metry, number theory, logic,
foundations of mathematics , history of mathematics , a nd solid geometry were
more frequently chosen as one of the five most valuable courses.
The need for integral calculus in teac hing seventh, eighth, ninth,
a nd possibly te nth grade mathe matics is qu e stionable . Usually, those teachers
teaching advanced high school mathe matics are the ones who would find the
greatest value for integral calculus .
It may be worthwhile to inve stigate the possibility of including integral

calculus in required programs only as an optional course , es pecially if it is a
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barrier, preventing s o me prospecii ve mathe mati cs teache rs fro m continuing
in mathe matics .
A cours e in abstract alge bra (mode rn alge bra) was ranked fourth a nd
fifth by a ll groups in frequency of be ing chose n as a valuable course a nd as one
of the fi ve most valuable cour ses in te aching secondary school mathe matics .

The

consistency of Utah teachers in choos ing modern algebra as a valuable course
harmoni zes well with the r eco mme nded programs in mathe m atics .
Probability a nd s tatistics was given little s upport by Utah m athe m atics
te achers (41 per cent felt it a valuable course; 10 . 4 per cent felt it to be one of
the five m ost valuable cours es: Ta bles 4 a nd 5). It was ranked s ixteenth and 13 . 5th
as a valuable course by all teachers , and by o nly those with m athematics ma jors
and minors respectively. It was ranked 16 . 5th and fifte e nth as one of the five
most valuable co urs es by the same two groups respec tively.

(See Ta bles 13 a nd

14.) Several courses were consistently ranked above probability and statistics
by a ll groups in all categories.

(See Tables 13, 14 , and 15. ) These courses,

with the exception of courses a lready discussed in this section, are:
Methods for Secondary Mathematics Teachers
Mathemati cs for Secondary School Teache rs
Foundation s of Mathe matics
Number Theory
College Geome try (Modern Geometry or Foundations of Geometry)
Logic
History of Mathematics (ranked lower in one of six cases )

'
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In view of other courses more frequently chosen in all categories
(see Tables 13 , 14, and 15), there appears to be little justification to make
proba bility and statistics a r equir d course for a mathematics teaching major,
as suggested in the proposed unde rgr aduate programs (pages 27-3 0) , since other
courses ranked higher are not required .
University geometry courses (modern geometry, found ations of geometry,
and solid geometry) fluctuated somewhat in the ir rankings by different groups
and in different categories. Although there was no consistent evaluation given
to any one specific geometry , the tables indicate that teachers generally felt that
a universi ty geometry course other than analytic geometry is valuable.

Somewhat

the same situation existed among the r e commendations of mathematics programs
discussed earlier (page 33). It m ay be wor thwhile to investigate the indecisiveness concerning which geometry is mo s t valuable or useful, or even if a course
co uld be designed especia lly to fit the needs of a high school teacher.
Ba sed upon the results presented in the tables, the following courses
have sufficient support to justify cons ide ration of the ir inclusion in a teacher
preparation program for secondary school mathe matics :
Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers
Methods for Secondary School Teachers
Number Theory
Foundations of Mathematics
Logic
History of Ma thematics
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This list does not include courses previously discussed . The first
two courses in this list were ranke d in the fifth , sixth , seventh , or eighth
places in a ll categories.

Numbe r th eory had an average r ank positi on of 7. 9 on

the tables indicating value , but was l owe r on the table of recommended courses
for a teaching major .

The last three courses in the above list were generally

ranked in the upper half (one through fourteen ) and carried 50 per cent or more
of the support on Tables 4 , 6, 7, and 9.

Proposed Program

Taking into consideration the goals and objectives of the Cambridge
Conference Report , the recommendations made for prospective mathematics
teachers, and the results of this study a mong Utah mathematics teachers, it
is difficult for any one curriculum to fit the needs of all secondary mathematics
teachers in Utah . Some courses , such as integral calculus, necessary for teachers
of advanced high school mathematics ha ve very little value to the junior high school
mathematics teacher .

Time and e ffort may be very poorly used if prospective

teachers of seventh, eighth, and ninth grade basic mathematics, beginning algebra,
and geometry are required to prepare to teach advanced algebra, trigonometry,
and beginning calculus.
Because of the higher degree of rigor and efficiency necessary to properly
teach mode rn m athe matics programs , it may be wise to specialize, more than has
been done in the past, for the area in which a teacher plans to teach. It is possible
that a less-demanding, but better-directed program for prospective teachers of
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seventh, eighth, and ninth grade mathematics could prepare the m more fully
for the ir actual classroom teaching demands and at the same time e ncourage
more stude nts to major in mathe matics edu cation . It is beyond the scope of
this s tudy to deal with the proble ms of specialization in secondary ma the matics
education, but for the r easo ns stated above, a two-phase program is suggested.
The first phase is to be completed by all prospec tive teachers of secondary school
ma the matics, and the second phase accordi ng to the ar ea in which the prospective
teacher plans to teach .
A ::cording to the three factors mentioned a t the beginning of this section
(Cambridge Conference goals , recommended programs, and the r esults of this
study) , prospective secondary mathe matics teachers of Utah should take the
following courses for a mathe m atics teaching major:
College Algebra (or equivale nt)
Trigonometry (or e quivalent)
Analy tic Geome try
Differenti al Calculus
Abstract Algebra (a t least one course)
College Geo metry (at leas t one course other th an Analytic
Geometry)
Mathematics fo r Secondary School Teachers
Methods course (may be taken under the Department of
Educa tion)
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After co mpleting this basic program , teache rs intending to teach grades
seven, e ight, or nine should choose three or m ore courses from the following:
Foundations of Mathematics
Additional courses in Abstract Algebra
Additional co urses in College Geome try
(other than Analytic Geometry)
Number Theory
Logic
History of Mathematics
Probability and Statistics
A teacher intending to teach grades ten, eleve n, or twelve should
complete integra l calculus a nd choose three or more courses from the following:
Foundations of Mathematics
Additional courses in Abstract Algebra
Additional courses in College Geo metry
(other than Analytic Geome try)
Number Theory
Logic
History of Mathematics
Probability and Statis tics
Additional Calculus cours es
Annis (1965) r ecommended that a special program for junior high school
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teachers be made available.

The curriculum suggested above makes some

a llo wance for the differing needs of junior hi gh sc hool teachers a nd is s till in
general harmony with the Cambridge Conference goals, the r eco mme nded
programs for teacher preparation, and the evaluations of Utah mathemati cs
teachers questioned in this study.

The greatest disagreement be tween factors

was the strong support given probability and statistics by those r ecommending
undergraduate programs in mathematics as opposed to the small number of Utah
s econdary ma thematics teac hers who found the course to be valuable in teaching
mathematics . Another notice able discrepancy between factors origina ted out
of the need for teachers to be prepared to teach introductory courses in calculus,
as suggested by the Cambridge Conference.

Inte gral calculus was r ecommended

in the undergraduate programs cited , but few teachers valued it. In the suggested
curriculum a bove, those teachers w ho need integral calculus will have it, and
those teaching the more e le me ntary courses, who have little use for it, would
not be forced to take it.
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Copy of the questionnaire submitted to Utah secondary ma thematics teachers

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Da te: ______________________________
School district:. _____________ __

Ha s your school adopted a modern math program ? Yes _ _ No_ _
If so, how ma ny years has it been in effect? _______ _ _ __
How many years have you been teaching math? _ _ _ _ _ __ ___
Circle math courses you teach most frequently: Basic math, pr actical math,
business m ath , a lgebra I , algebra II, algebra III, geometry,
trigonometry , other___________ -- - - - - - - -- -

Did you graduate with a math major or minor? Ye s _ _No_ _
Comments :
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Courses taught in Utah
Universities.

College Al~rebra
Solid Geometry
Tri~ronometrv

Analytic Ge ometry
Differential Calculus
Inte~rral Calculus
Number Theory
History of Ma the matics
Matrices
Probability and Statistics
Methods for Sec. Math Teach.
Modern Al~rebra
Modern Geome try
Math for Sec. School Teach.
Foundations of Math
I set theorvl
Foundation of Algebra
Foundation of Geometry
Analysis
Theory of Equations
Topology
Linear A l~rebra
Projective Geometry
Functions of Real and
Complex Variables
Advanced Calculus
Differential EQuation
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Data used to find rank order coefficient for Tables 3 and 13 (See pages 56-57).

R a nk Order from
T a ble 3

Rank Order from
Table 13

College Algebra

3

Trigonometry

3

2

Analtyic Geometry

3

3

Calcu lus

3

5

Number Theory

12

7.5

History of Mathematics

12

7.5

Probability and Statistics

6

10

Abstract Algebra

3

4

Modern Geometry

7.5

Foundations of Mathematics

9

6

Foundations of Geometry

7. 5

9

11

Analysis

12

12.5

Topology

12

14

Functions of Real a nd
Complex Variables

12

12.5

rho = . 794

(With 14 ite ms , rho

=. 715

is significant at the . 01 level.)
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Questionnaire Used by Annis (Annis , 1965, p. 48) . (See pages

37-38)

Plea se use this from to evaluate your college mathematics courses for the ir
applica bili ty to your teaching.
My mathematics teaching ge nerally falls into: (c heck one or more ).
Group A: 7th, 8th , and 9th grade mathematics.
_ _ _ Group B: 9th grade algebra and plane geometry.
_ _ _ Group C: Algebra II and higher mathematics.
Opposite each college mathe matics course (that you have taken) place a number
fro m 1 to 5 (see rating scale) as you feel tha t cour se ha s value for teacher preparation for your group. More than one group may be used for ratings.
5 Gr eat application
4 Above average application
3 Average appli cation

2 Below average appli cation
1 Little or no application
Group A

Refresher Course in Mathematics
College Algebra
Solid Geometry
Trigonometry
Analytic Geometry
Business Mathematics
Mathematics of Investment
Differe nti al Calculus
Integral Calculus
Elementary Statistics
Teacher s ' Course in Mathematics
College Geometry
Non- Euclidian Geometry
Advanced Analytic Geometry
Inter mediate Calculu s
General Astronomy
Algebraic Structur es
Linear Algebra
Applied Mathematics
Re ading Course in Mathe ma ti cs
Theory of Probability
Hi s tory of Mathematics
Theory of Equations
Advanced Plane Analytic Geometry
Solid Analytic Geometry
Differenti a l Equations
Vector Analysis
Mathematical Theory of Statistics
Advanced Calculus

Group B

Group C
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T Abl e 10. - - A Summary of the Appli cability R a tings of College Mathematics
Courses by All .Te ache rs in the Study.
Course Title
College Algebra
Trigonometry
Analytic Geometry
Differential Calculus
Integral Calculus
Elementary Statistics
Teachers Course in
Mathematics
College Geometry
Non- Euclidia n Geometry
Intermediate Calculus
General Astronomy
Algebraic Structures
Linear Algebra
Theory of Probability
History of Mathematics
Theory of Equations
Differential Equations
Vector Analysis
Ma thema tical Theory of
Statistics
Advanced Calculus

Group A

Group B

Group C

(44)
(38)
(38)
(38)
(38)
(12)

4. 09
3. 11
2.97
2.18
2. 13
3.00

(49)
(44)
(44)
(43)
(43)
(13)

4. 57
3. 57
3.48
2.30
2.28
3 .00

(44)
(46)
(45)
(46)
(46)
(13)

4. 68
4 . 57
4. 13
3. 20
3. 11
3.54

(30)
(17)
(5)
(8)
(14)
(10)
(11)
(11)
(17)
(22)
(29)
(9)

3. 47
3.00
2. 20
1. 25
3.00
3.80
4. 82
3.00
3.65
2 .68
1."79
2. 22

(32) 3. 72
(26) 3. 77
(5) 2.80
(12) 1. 67
(14) 2 . 86
(14) 3.86
(12) 3.42
(13) 2.54
(24) 3. 54
(27) 2.44
(38) 1. 82
(13) 2. 23

(29)
(20)
(7)
(14)
(10)
(16)
(11)
(20)
(15)
(30)
(38)
(19)

3 . 93
3. 40
3. 14
1. 93
2. 80
4. 50
3.82
3. 45
3. 80
3. 60
2. 16
2. 42

(12) 1. 67
(8) 1. 25

(10) 2 .00
(9) 1. 44

(13) 2.92
(16) 2. 06

(Annis, 1965, p. 25)
Note: Numbers in parentheses are number of teachers rating the course.
Index numbers may be interpreted by referring to rating ins truetions on Annis' questionnaire (page 73).
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Ta ble 9. --Comparison of Ratings by Teachers Who Have and Have Not
Taught Modern .Ma thema tics.

Course Title

College Algebra
Trigonometry
Analytic Geometry
Differential Calculus
Integral Calculus
Elementary Statistics
Teachers' Course in
Mathematics
College Geometry
Non-Euclidean Geometry
Intermediate Ca lculus
Ge neral Astronomy
Algebraic Structtures
Linear Algebra
Theory of Probability
History of Mathematics
Theory of Equations
Differential Equations
Vector Analysis
Ma thematical Theory of
Sta tistics
Advanced Calculus

Teachers Who
Have Taught
Modern Mathematics

Teachers Who
Have Not Taught
Modern
Mathematics

(70)
(67)
(67)
(67)
(67)
(23)

4.29
2.44
3.52
2.57
2.52
3. 04

(67)
(61)
(60)
(60)
(60)
(15)

4.63
2. 41
3. 48
2. 62
2.55
3.40

(47)
(39)
(10)
(20)
(21)
(26)
(25)
(28)
(28)
(46)
(59)
(27 )

3. 55
3.54
2. 80
2. 00
2. 76
4.35
3.80
3 .25
3.50
3. 20
1. 59
2. 56

(44)
(24)
(7)
(14)
(16)
(14)

3.86
3.29
2. 71
1. 21
3. 06
3.64
3.73
2.75
3.79
2. 91
1. 91
1. 86

(23) 2. 30
(19) 1. 95

(11)

(16)
(28)
(33)
(46)
(14)

(1 2) 2.08
(14) 1. 36

(Annis, 1965, p. 24)
Note: Numbers in parentheses are number of teachers rating the course.
Index numbers may be interpreted by referring to rating instructions on Annis' questionnaire (page 73).
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